ABOUT US
OUR MISSION
To provide superior services and values to our clients
by living our core values every day without compromise.

OUR VISION
To be the most admired and trusted company by
clients and employees.

OUR VALUES
SAFETY
The safety of our employees, clients, and partners is our top
core value. Our goal every day is to send employees home
to their families in the same condition they arrived to work.
INTEGRITY
Honesty, integrity, and accountability are at the heart of
everything we say and do. We always do the right thing.
EXCELLENCE
Only the highest level of quality and performance is acceptable.
Kilgore provides unsurpassed value at all times to guarantee
client satisfaction.
RELATIONSHIPS
Kilgore takes great pride in creating positive, lasting relationships
with its clients, employees and partners.
COMMUNITY
We believe it is our privilege and responsibility to support the
communities where we live and work. We are committed to the
success and sustainability of our communities.
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LIST OF
SERVICES
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DIVERSIFIED SERVICES
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CONSTRUCTION &
DIVERSIFIED SERVICES
From pre-construction execution planning and constructability during front-end design and detailed engineering and implementation of safety and quality processes during construction and commissioning through to the development of procedures
and manuals during handover, we have established ourselves as a world leader in construction services.
We offer advanced work packaging to improve productivity, quality management, contracts development and administration,
procurement and material handling, HSE management, commissioning and start-up support. We do this using
state-of-the-art tools for systems completions and turn over, supply construction, commissioning and start-up. These distinct
offerings have established work processes, procedures and guidelines that enable us to provide consistent high performance construction execution across the globe in multiple markets.
The key to our long successful history in construction execution is flexibility. Not constrained by any company model, we
consider each opportunity a stand-alone effort, which requires a unique approach to the construction of the project. We
understand that every project faces a unique set of challenges and changes, and provide our customers with the confidence
that we can adapt to a changing environment.
No project is too difficult for our seasoned construction managers. Through years of experience on all types of projects they
know how to ask the right questions, identify potential risks and mobilize quickly, deploying the right team with the right plan
to execute the work. In addition, through many years of experience executing work on six continents we have established
relationships with subcontractors, some of them going back for decades. Using a stringent pre-qualification process and
ongoing monitoring, we not only select the best subcontractors for your project, but also work closely with them for safe,
successful execution.
Kilgore’s construction management services extend throughout the project life cycle – from initial site studies and pre-construction planning through start-up, using our detailed planning, project controls and tools to achieve your project objectives.

Kilgore’s Construction Management services include:

Commercial, Residential and Institutional Construction:

● Pre-construction planning

● Construction Management at-Risk

● Contract preparation, negotiation and award

● Construction Management Agency

● Administration of construction contracts

● Logistics Planning

● Field engineering

● Scheduling – 4D

● Construction QA/QC services

● Estimating – 5D

● Industrial relations, safety and security

● Facilities Management – 6D

● Material control and procurement assistance

● Design-Build

● Administrative support

● Program Management

● Project accounting

● Virtual Mockups

● Scheduling
● Pre-commissioning, commissioning
and start-up assistance
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CONSTRUCTION &
DIVERSIFIED SERVICES

Diversified Services

Kilgore is known for proven performance in maintenance services, providing civil, structural, mechanical, instrumentation,
electrical, scaffolding, insulation and abatement, painting and coatings, janitorial, and grounds and material handling.
Approaching maintenance work with a team methodology ensures Kilgore/customer alignment, open communication and
continuous monitoring of meaningful key performance indicators. Add to this Kilgore’s continuous improvement process and
clients realize positive outcomes — cost savings, less waste and improved performance. Kilgore also has a proven process
to transition an existing workforce that ensures a smooth, orderly and non-disruptive changeover. This process is an important first step in changing the culture to one of employee-ownership and achievement of site goals.
Maintenance capabilities include:
● All disciplines – support, mechanical, specialty (scaffolding, insulation, painting, abatement), material handling
● Total & supplemental
● Long- & short-term
● Project work
● Turnaround/outage/shutdown
● Consolidation & outsourcing
● Transition expertise
● Heat exchanger services
We align our maintenance process with your ongoing reliability and performance improvement efforts to produce superior
results. Kilgore has provided scaffolding, insulation, painting and abatement specialty crafts for many years in support of our
construction and ongoing maintenance, turnaround and capital services. Through recruitment of strong supervisory and
executive management personnel, we have created a more concentrated focus on these specialty services and provide
additional systematic program that address corrosion/corrosion under insulation, heat loss, GEM painting and scaffold
efficiency. These services are performed under the same strict adherence to safety and quality expected of Kilgore and
provide greater service diversity for Kilgore and cost savings potential to our customers through service bundling.

Advantages of the Kilgore Industrial
comprehensive approach include:

Kilgore International turnaround and
outage resources include:

● Maximized planning

Pipe installation ● Bundle extraction ● Valve replacement

● Full multi-craft/multi-skilled usage

Tower & column work ● I/E Work ● Vessel modification

● Reduced hand-offs/touches

Code work ● Millwright work ● Scaffolding/insulation

● Full accountability

Planning/scheduling ● Purchasing ● Subcontract management

● Measurement, benchmarking and process mapping

● Exchanger repair/replacement

● Maximized opportunities for sharing best practices

We have a proven process for handling turnarounds and outages,

● A continuous improvement philosophy/methodology

from large, stand-alone work to small ramp-ups.

● Full consolidation

Alloy welding ● Bolt torqueing ● Offsite pipe fabrication

● Integrated, focused team
Plant services encompasses a wide range of activities. This
Our specialty service programs emphasize planning and allow for

business segment makes up about 10 percent of our annual

the maximum use of trained professionals with multiple skill sets.

business volume. These services can be provided in conjunction

Kilgore has extensive experience in all phases of the turnaround

with our ongoing maintenance and capital services or, as in the

cycle from the front-end efforts of planning and scheduling

case of operations support and packaging, can be provided on a

through execution, system turnover and start-up. We perform both

stand-alone basis.

embedded and stand-alone turnarounds and have particular
in-house expertise in performing Alkylation Unit projects.

Plant services include:

Operations support ● Packaging and material handling

● Warehousing ● Facilities maintenance ● Grounds maintenance
● Janitorial services
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DEMOLITION
Kilgore International has established an unrivaled reputation for delivering a innovative, safe, and trusted demolition and dismantling services. We own, maintain, and operate a fleet of excavators, dozers,
skid-steer loaders, and trucks to ensure we have the right equipment to complete any job. Our highly
trained personnel provide their knowledge and expertise to complete all jobs within OSHA and EPA
guidelines.
It takes proper planning, powerful equipment, and years of experience to safely demolish any structure.
We utilize a variety of methods, including:
Mechanical Demolition – using cranes, excavators, rams, and dozers to tear down a building.
Implosion – placing high powered explosives in carefully selected locations of the structure and detonating them to bring the structure down.
Deconstruction/ Dismantling – As the name suggests, deconstruction/dismantling is the opposite of
construction. It involves a careful process of dismantling a structure.
Tire Recycling / Equipment Solutions:
In our effort to support a clean environment, we offer tire shredders and tire processing equipment
designed to process steel-belted tires. The complete line of the tire shredding and steel liberation
processing equipment is offered as a turnkey solution. Scrap tires collected are processed and refined
by size-reduction techniques designed to achieve a range of particle sizes as small as 600 microns.
Various mesh sizes of crumb rubber become the ideal raw material for a wide variety of applications,
including molded rubber goods and adhesives. Larger sizes are used for civil engineering applications
as a substitute for stone aggregates, or as a fuel to power kilns, mills and power plants. Smaller sizes
are incorporated into a number of industrial, athletic field, paving and landscaping applications, among
others.
Industrial/Commercial Services:
Kilgore International has a proven track record for safely removing all types of commercial and industrial
structures. We specialize in various types of demolition and understand that each job has its own unique
requirements. Large, multi-story building, grain silos, collegiate stadiums, schools, industrial warehouses, refineries, and manufacturing plant are but a few of types of structures we have demolished.
You can count on the experienced team at Kilgore International to employ the right method and provide
the proper equipment to safely and cost effectively remove unwanted structures.
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DEMOLITION
Decommissioning & Demolition (D&D):
A substantial percentage of Kilgore work includes removing impacted or hazardous waste materials and
the associated decommissioning and demolition (D&D) of sites. Kilgore performs surgical and mass
removal of impacted media including above and below ground tanks and piping, concrete supports and
associated production buildings. We employ emissions control systems, from temporary cover agents
to fully enclosed negative-air structures at sensitive remediation projects. Kilgore employees are trained
to perform work in personal protective equipment (PPE) levels B, C and D. In many cases, project
requirements for Zero Emission of fugitive dust, odor, target contaminants and excessive noise are
required. We provide turnkey off-site disposal of contaminated media by truck and rail to appropriate
disposal facilities.
Kilgore International’s Decommissioning & Demolition service line provides and experienced team of
professionals with over 128 years of combined experience in the commercial and industrial demolition
business. Our experience includes the D&D of industrial facilities and pipelines serving the petroleum,
power, chemical, pharmaceutical, manufacturing and pulp and paper industries. Kilgore’s diverse team
allows us to perform projects ranging from selective dismantlement of structures and equipment within
operating facilities to the complete removal of facilities to include decommissioning, decontamination,
asset liquidation, waste management, site remediation and site restoration. This complete service line
allows us to provide our clients with a total site solution. Our highly experienced team of professionals
will work with the client to develop and implement innovative site solutions through all phases of the
D&D, remediation, geotechnical and civil construction work. This complete service line coupled with
Kilgore’s Best in Class Safety makes Kilgore a world-class service provider. Our best in class safety
record is the result of our corporate culture where Safety is a Core Value and is exemplified by each of
our over 500 employees. All employees are trained in our behavior based safety program and participate in a short service employee mentoring program.
Kilgore owns and operates a fleet of over 400 pieces of heavy equipment. Our fleet includes specialized
equipment including high and long reach excavators, 100-ton lattice boom crawler cranes, off-road
trucks, shears and materials handlers. In addition, we have national service agreements with Caterpillar, Komatsu, Company Wrench, CLM Equipment Company and other key rental companies to supply
additional demolition equipment and attachments as needed.
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DRILLING SERVICES

Land Drilling
Kilgore operates as an international Oil&Gas contractor, providing onshore drilling services encompassing almost all rig types and geographical areas. We provide our services to the highest standards and
pay special attention to sustainability and the development the communities in which it operates. Kilgore
carries out work worldwide for international Oil&Gas majors as well as for national companies and independent operators.
We strongly believe in the importance of taking a lead in health and safety and the protection of the environment, and seek to contribute actively to the social and economic development of the countries in
which we work, through specially designed programs and at all times in line with State run national
development plans.
A key to sustainability entails utilizing local businesses to provide services and products required in our
drilling operations. This approach helps to build long-term relationships, which are essential to consolidate our presence in the areas in which we operate.
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DRILLING SERVICES
Offshore
Kilgore International pushes the boundaries of innovation so you can embrace new possibilities. With expertise and scale in
major operational areas, we provide a diverse network of drilling and pressure pumping services, directional drilling, wellbore
placement services, rental equipment and technology to forge your path to success. Our oilfield solutions deliver results that
lead your business into the next generation of oil and gas.
Jack-up rigs are mobile, self-elevating drilling and workover platforms equipped with legs that can be lowered to the ocean
floor until a foundation is established to support the hull, which contains the drilling and/or workover equipment, jacking
system, crew quarters, loading and unloading facilities, storage areas for bulk and liquid materials, helicopter landing deck,
and other related equipment.
The rig legs may operate independently or have a mat attached to the lower portion of the legs in order to provide a more
stable foundation in soft bottom areas. Many of our jack-up rigs are of cantilever design – a feature that permits the drilling
platform to be extended out from the hull, allowing it to perform drilling or workover operations over adjacent, fixed platforms.
Kilgore’s shallow workover jack-up rigs generally are subject to a maximum water depth of approximately 125 feet, while
some of our jack-up rigs may drill in water depths as shallow as 13 feet.
Kilgore also has deeper water jack-up rigs that are capable of drilling at depths between eight feet and 150 to 250 feet. The
water depth limit of a particular rig is determined by the length of its legs and by the operating environment. Moving a rig from
one drill site to another involves lowering the hull down in to the water until it is afloat and then jacking up its legs with the
hull floating. The rig is then towed to the new drilling site.
Platform rigs provide offshore workover, drilling and re-entry services. Kilgore’s platform rigs have drilling and/or well-servicing or workover equipment and machinery arranged in modular packages that are transported to, and assembled and
installed on fixed offshore platforms owned by the customer.
Fixed offshore platforms are steel tower-like structures that either stand on the ocean floor or are moored floating structures.
The top portion, or platform, sits above the water level and provides the foundation upon which the platform rig is placed.

Wireline Services
Experienced wireline service crews with local expertise use the latest wireline tools to help you achieve maximum lifetime
production from your well. For both cased-hole and open-hole services Kilgore provides responsive personal service and a
collaborative approach.

Services:

Cased-Hole Services
Open-Hole Services

Logging ● Slickline/Braided line

Formation analysis ● Resistivity

Pipe recovery ● Stuck-pipe logging

Porosity ● Acoustic ● Temperature

Mechanical services ● Perforating
● Tubing conveyed perforating (TCP)

We offer radial and standard cement bond logging with gamma ray neutron, pulsed neutron and high-resolution/imaging
casing calipers. Services include best-in-class horizontal pump down/plug and shoot work. We offer advanced capabilities
in downhole data collection, with fully digital open-hole and slim-hole logging. Cased-hole services — for vertical and
horizontal wells — include pump down, tubing conveyance, coiled tubing and tractor conveyance.
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DRILLING SERVICES

Wireline Perforating
Engineered perforating systems for maximized production
New hardware breakthroughs combined with advanced software modeling enable conducting ultralong
and heavy wireline perforating jobs in both offshore and land operations. Using wireline perforating
instead of conventional conveyance techniques in deep and complex wells improves efficiency while
reducing rig time and cost.
Wireline (or electric line) is the traditional way to run perforating guns and with good reason: Wireline
provides the advantages of real-time depth control and selectivity along with reduced logistics compared with deployment on tubing. Although wireline perforating guns were initially categorized by whether they are used before the completion is run (casing guns) or through the completion (through-tubing
guns), today any type of engineered perforating system can be run on wireline along with a wide variety
of other explosive devices. Regardless of the type of perforating gun, our engineered perforating systems are optimized for the gun and charge combination with respect to the wellbore environment, reservoir and fluid content, and completion geometry.
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DRILLING SERVICES
Kilgore Advantages
Operations
● Experienced wireline crews with expertise in your basin
● Ability to support horizontal/vertical, oil/gas, high-pressure wells in all kinds of climates
● One of industry’s best safety records
● Strong safety culture backed by ongoing safety training and mentoring program
● Strong regional technical support

Equipment
● One of the newest and most technically advanced fleets of land and offshore logging units, including one of the industry’s
newest assemblages of pressure control gear and cranes
● Units equipped with a minimum of two sets of tools for maximum efficiency and dependability at your wellsite, eliminating
expensive downtime
● Open-hole logging units equipped to transmit data via satellite from the wellsite for providing real-time information

Well Servicing
Independents and major oil and gas companies depend on Kilgore International for the highest-quality well servicing, including workovers, completion, and plug and abandonment services. The reasons? Our large and modern, high-horsepower
fleet, comprehensive rig packages and experienced, safety-focused crews.

Complete Rig Packages
With dedicated rig supervisors and 4-5 man crews, Kilgore rig packages have 24-hour capabilities. To ensure maximum efficiency at your site, every rig package includes:
● 5,000 psi BOPs
● 5,000-10,000 psi triplex mud pumps
● 200 bbl mud tanks
● Hydraulic tubing tongs and handling tools for 2 3/8″ and 2 7/8″ tubing

Available upon request:
● Mud systems
● Power swivels
● Pipe racks
● Hydraulic catwalks and lay-down machines
● Cooling systems for crews
● Casing jacks
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ELECTRICAL &
INSTRUMENTATION

Electrical Construction
● High & Low Voltage Wiring Installation & Testing
● Cable Tray & Conduit Installation

● Instrument Installation

● Electrical Equipment Installation

● Calibration

● MCC’s/Switchgear

● Loop Check

● Transformers

● Start-Up Assistance

● Power & Lighting Panels

● Control Panel, DCS & PLC Installation & Testing

● Heat Tracing Installation

● Tubing Installation & Testing

● Grounding

● Analyzer Installation & Testing

● Lighting

● Instrument Stand Fabrication & Installation

● Lighting Protection
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Instrument Installation &
Technical Services

ELECTRICAL &
INSTRUMENTATION
Electrical Distribution Systems Services
Construction

● High & Medium Voltage Construction
● Overhead (4.1 kV up to 34.5 kV)
● Underground (4.1 kV up to 25 kV)
● Substation (4.1 kV up to 34.5 kV)
● Regulator Banks
● Transformer & Capacitor Bank Poles
● Oil & Air Switch Poles
● Sectionalizer Poles
● System Reconducting
● Fuse Coordination’

Maintenance
● High & Medium Voltage Maintenance
● Overhead (4.1 kV up to 34.5 kV)
● Underground (4.1 kV up to 25 kV)
● Substation (4.1 kV up to 34.5 kV)
● Preventative Maintenance
● Overhead Equipment Storm Repairs
● Reclosers, Capacitors, Regulators, Transformers & Oil Switches
● Overhead Equipment Scheduled Servicing
● Reclosers, Capacitors, Regulators, Transformers & Oil Switches

Demolition
● High & Medium Voltage Demolition
● Overhead (4.1 kV up to 34.5 kV)
● Underground (4.1 kV up to 25 kV)
● Substation (4.1 kV up to 34.5 kV)
● Abandoned Power Line Retirement
● Existing Power Line Upgrade Demolition
● Existing Power Line ReRoutes
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ELECTRICAL &
INSTRUMENTATION

GPS Topography Mapping & Design

Emergency Response

●Simple One-Line EDS Trunk Line

●High & Medium Voltage Power Overhead

& Lease Road Mapping

Restoration (4.1 kV up to 34.5 kV)

●Complex Full Scale Arc Flash Data Surveying

●Tornado, Hurricane, Fire, Ice Storm, Flood &

●Preventative Overhead Maintenance Surveying
●New Construction Routing & Design
●Overhead & Underground Pole Inspection
& Treatment
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Vehicular Damage

ELECTRICAL &
INSTRUMENTATION
Access Control – Secure, reliable access control
Maglocks ● Strikes ● Request to Exit ● Remote Door Lock ● Repair
●Installation ● Termination ● Testing ● Inside Plant ● Outside Plant

Copper Network Cabling
We employee trained and experienced network infrastructure technicians who can assess,
design, install, terminate and commission structured copper cabling. Our techs are professionals with a focus on safety and quality and are experienced with each of the subsystems of
structured cabling.
Entrance facilities ● Equipment rooms ● Backbone cabling
Horizontal cabling ● Telecommunications rooms ● Work-area components

Fiber Optic Network Cabling
A fiber optic cable consists of a bundle of glass threads, each of which is capable of transmitting messages modulated onto light waves.
Singlemode ● Multimode ● Splicing ● Troubleshooting ● Repair
Installation ● Termination ● Testing ● Inside Plant ● Outside Plant
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ENGINEERING &
DESIGN

Kilgore partners with our clients and understands their goals, providing leadership and organization to
produce designs that achieve their requirements in terms of function, schedule, budget, constructability,
safety, and sustainability. Our project delivery systems benefit from best practices learned from our 60+
years of delivering successful projects of all sizes for clients around the world.
Engineering disciplines include: civil, electrical, mechanical, piping and structural engineering; as well
as advanced specialties such as simulation, enterprise integration, integrated automation processes
and interactive 3D and 4D modeling.
Kilgore collaborates with our client counterparts to develop integrated solutions that may include engineering, procurement, fabrication, construction (EPFC), maintenance and project management. From
the earliest stages of project design, we involve the construction and commissioning teams to provide
capital and schedule efficiencies.
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ENGINEERING &
DESIGN
Clients benefit from Kilgore’s Advanced Process Modeling Expertise
Kilgore teams with Clients to develop new process technologies with a range of advanced process modeling services,
including physical and thermodynamic properties, reaction kinetics and equipment modeling. The envisioned products range
from specialized databases to models of entire flowsheets. The consulting services include process design and optimization,
as well as plant troubleshooting.
The value of this service is that the best possible data package will be available for process modeling, the package will be
developed rapidly, the models will be well documented so that engineers will understand the range of applicability, and the
database may be secured so that the proprietary information is protected.

Kilgore EPC Projects Implement Construction-Driven Execution Approaches
Kilgore’s engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) projects are construction driven. We confirm a smooth transition
from process development and optimization-driven execution defined by the study phases, to a construction and
start-up-driven execution platform defined by an EPC phase.
Kilgore thinks first and foremost about executing project construction. Then we work backward, formulating how to get
materials to the various sites. After this, Kilgore determines how and where to drive engineering. Key elements of Kilgore’s
construction-driven execution approach are as follows:
● Best practices implementation through all aspects of HSE, labor, material management, construction and construction
technologies
● Best-in-class systems and technology to improve productivity and provide accurate progress assessment and forecasting
● Design/procurement sequencing to support construction
● Kilgore’s global Construction Operations support group for personnel, training, tools and procedures
● Integration of construction methodologies and execution throughout the project’s life cycle
● Maximizing preassembly/modules on and off site where applicable
● Proactive, early construction plans and constructability reviews
More specifically, Kilgore verifies handover sequencing and construction input are incorporated during front-end loading
(FEL). Our experts lead the FEL process to define and coordinate scopes aligned with a construction and supplier strategy,
allowing for maximum schedule enhancement. Key elements of this construction-driven approach include the following:
● Definition and monitoring of construction work packages
● Delivery of engineering and procurement services aligned with construction work packages
● Development of engineering, procurement, fabrication and construction schedules reflecting the start-up and handover
sequence and completion dates
● Early identification of the commissioning systems and, as a consequence, the handover systems
● Front-end development by the construction team of site logistics, craft resource capacity and the sequencing of construction activities by work breakdown structure
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ENGINEERING &
DESIGN
Front-End Engineering & Design (FEED) Capabilities
Clients rely on Kilgore to adequately define their project requirements before initiating a capital investment. Our front-end engineering and design (FEED) teams, using the experience gained from providing
FEED services to Clients in diverse industries prepare documentation to support our Clients’ future
investments. Kilgore has provided FEED services for thousands of major projects, including
first-of-a-kind technologies, world scale mega projects and licensor design packages. We have extensive experience preparing lump sum bid packages, as well as reference packages to facilitate completion of work in an expeditious timeframe.

Value Engineering for Cost Savings
Value Engineering is a formal, structured process to ensure capital projects meet or exceed cost objectives without compromising project quality. Kilgore’s project teams use value engineering throughout a
project, evaluating options with a focus on reducing project capital costs as well as life cycle costs.
The value engineering process divides the total project’s scope of work into components, examining
each individual component for alternatives that offer benefits in the areas of engineering design, equipment and material selection, construction and operations and maintenance. It is a structured application
of proven techniques, applied at multiple phases of the project, with the primary objective to identify
cost reductions.
Value engineering is an area in which we excel, with an established record of success in achieving
major cost benefits for our Clients.
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FABRICATION

Steel Fabrication
Kilgore International provides custom steel fabrication to a variety of clients with a diverse array of end uses including: equipment skids &
platforms, stairs & railings, bollards, canopies, conveyors, hoppers, containers, tanks, bulkheads, and skidding & module systems.
We are able to provide efficiently produced steel products for nearly any application in an industrial environment, including products requiring ASME Section IX welding standards. We most commonly work with carbon, stainless and aluminum and have the experience and
ability to work with specialty alloys as well.

Stairs ● Platforms ● Handrails ● Miscellaneous Steel ● Manholes ● Equipment platforms
Pump mounts ● Equipment skidding ● Bollards ● Bulkheads ● Skidding systems ● Metering systems

Whether your needs are for equipment platforms, antenna mounts and booms, or custom tower and monopole modification components
we are capable of serving your needs with quality workmanship and fast turnaround times.

Tower modifications ● Mounts ● Equipment platforms
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Platforms ● Ice Bridges ● Equipment Racks ● Cable Trays

FABRICATION
Quality

Kilgore International produces high quality structural steel products. Our quality management system is
completely integrated into our production process and allows us to provide a quality product at a competitive price. We are an API Specification Q1 Registered Organization, an API Specification 4F Licensee, ISO 9001 Registered, an AISC Certified Fabricator, an AWS Certified Welding Fabricator, hold R &
U Stamp Certifications and are a City of Houston Certified Fabricator. All welding performed in our
facility adheres to AWS D1.1 Code and all welders in our facility range from 3G to 6G certified. We also
have multiple in-house AWS Certified Welding Inspectors and certified NDT Level II technicians.

Safety

Kilgore International prides itself on maintaining a safe work environment and safety is engrained in our
culture. Friends and family members are a key component of the Kilgore workforce, so the importance
of a safe work environment is tantamount. At Kilgore our culture is one that works hard, works smart,
and works safely.
Kilgore has participated in the OSHCON Program (Occupational Safety & Health Consultation) through
the Texas Department of Insurance, Division of Workers’ Compensation to further our commitment to
having a safe work environment. We also facilitate a positive safety culture through active solicitation of
feedback from employees and through monthly safety rewards programs and financial incentives.

Pipe Fabrication

Kilgore operates a state-of-the-art, 50,000-square-foot, completely enclosed pipe fabrication facility with
a separate 2,500-square-foot Non-Destructive Examination (NDE) building.

Bays

The fabrication shop consists of three large bays (alloy, large carbon and small carbon) each equipped
with two five-ton bridge cranes, one ten-ton bridge crane and seven strategically placed half-ton jib
cranes. The alloy and carbon shops each have a separate ventilation system preventing cross contamination of materials. All bays are wired electrically to accommodate 14 independent welding units.
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FABRICATION
Shop Systems & Support Services
● In-house

Detailing
● Spool Tracking System
● Quality Assurance/Quality Control
● Inspection and Testing
● In-house Hauling and Logistics
Plant capabilities include fabrication of many types of carbon and alloy pipe materials:
● Carbon Steel
● Stainless Steel
● Hastelloy
● Inconel
● Nickel
● Titanium
● Chrome
● Aluminum
● 2535
● 904 SS
● Duplex SS
● AL-6XN
● And many others

Alloy Shop
● Two-axis

plasma cutting machine
● Pipe-cutting capabilities: 24” in diameter x 20′ in length
● Alloy pipe larger than 24” is manually cut and handled.

Carbon Shop
● Automated,

two-axis plasma-cutting machine
● Pipe-cutting capabilities: up to 48” in diameter x 40′ in length
● Carbon pipe larger than 48” is manually cut and handled.
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GOVERNMENT &
MILITARY

Global Reach. Unparalleled Experience.
Kilgore has operational experience in countries worldwide. Our global partner network, intimate understanding of local
politics and atmospherics, and our ability to navigate challenging markets enables us to provide innovative, expeditious
solutions to our clients anywhere in the world.
Transports to and from the world’s hot spots require an experienced logistics provider. Through Kilgore’s dedicated project
teams – representing a combined experience of 30 years within the Government & Defense industry – you will benefit from
flexibility, technical know-how and perfect planning 24/7/365.
Whether it is transport of troops, equipment or AOG shipments for an international mission, we can arrange for you by sea,
road or air.As an independent operator, we offer cost-effective solutions through our close ties with all players in the air charter industry.
Kilgore will help you to achieve outstanding and cost-effective federal buildings, through our integrated services, global
reach, worldwide staffing resources and advanced technical capabilities, such as Lean means and methods, and modular
construction approaches.
Our quality program is aligned with federal government QA/QC requirements. Our proven experience and outstanding safety
record, combined with our extensive overseas presence and comprehensive knowledge of Federal procedures, backs our
ability to work in foreign locations and military theaters, including those in austere, hostile and contingency environments.
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GOVERNMENT &
MILITARY
Maintenance

The Kilgore process means we go beyond basic requirements by maintaining accountability and proper
operation of equipment with maintenance data and metrics. We sustain shop operations, IAW applicable regulatory and technical standards as well as perform Preventive Maintenance Checks and Services (PMCS) on unit equipment.
Tactical and Non-Tactical Vehicle Repair, Maintenance and Repair Parts Management, COMSEC
Maintenance Support, Classified Container Maintenance Support, Production Control and Technical
Inspections, Small Arms Repair, Track Repair.

Supply

Our experience includes an extensive list of supply support services to the customer. When called upon
to operate warehouses and supply chains, we provide management and metric analysis. This includes
the ability to receive, store, issue, package, and prepare for shipment all classes of supplies.
Warehouse Management and Operations, Ammunition Supply Point (ASP), Hazardous Material Support, Fuel Accountability, CORP Level Property Book Support for the Army’s Transformation to Brigade
Combat Teams (BCTs), Fuel Receiving, Fuel Issue and Transporting of Fuel

Transportation

We provide transportation services to Installation Transportation Offices (ITO), Personnel Property
Shipping Office (PPSO), and other customers at overseas and CONUS locations as well as: Motor Pool
Operations, Drivers (CDL), Training and Licensing

Training

Kilgore understands the importance of training and over the years has focused on theater-specific
pre-mobilization training, simulation, classroom instruction, and providing required mobile training
teams at various locations.
Logistics training, Subject Matter Experts, Range Operations, Individual and Small Unit Training, Range
Support (Primary Marksmanship, Range Lane Safety and Range Medic Support), Rapid Fielding Initiative (RFI) Support
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Information Technology
Our IT logistics analysts provide sustainment training (classroom, over-the-shoulder, and hands-on),
information assurance and automation architecture, Theater Provided Equipment (TPE), Property Book
support, logistics operations, help desk, customer support, and mobile training support. The logistics
automation systems Kilgore provides sustainment services including: Transition to GCSS-Army (Data
Cleansing), Log STAMIS (PBUSE, ULLS-AE, SAMS-E, CAISI, SARSS, SAAS-MOD), Logistics Automation Specialists, Change Management Training for Army Material Command’s (AMC) Transformation
to Single Stock Fund.
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Environmental Services

Your environmental challenges require a uniquely qualified consultant — one with a special combination of engineering
skills, military experience and environmental excellence. We combine military experience at more than 100 installations with
cutting-edge environmental services to address your challenges. Our focused approach eliminates excessive studies and
concentrates on cost-effective, practical solutions. Our teams combine our military and environmental services experience to
find the most cost-effective, practical solutions for you.

Fueling

Our fueling team has extensive technical experience designing and constructing fuel receipt, storage and dispensing
systems (truck and hydrant systems) and has executed major federal fueling projects worldwide.

Energy Resiliency

Energy reliability, efficiency and sustainability — resiliency — is critical for many commercial and industrial operations, but it
can be a matter of national security for federal or military installations and their utility partners. A balanced portfolio of
generation resources and distribution infrastructure will help you meet your mission.
We combine decades of experience in all aspects of energy with up-to-date knowledge, developing custom solutions to
address your concerns. One of the biggest advantages you gain when working with Kilgore International is our ability to
deliver comprehensive services in-house, from modeling to master plans, from design through system integration.
We bring the commitment and know-how to get the job done right, on time and on budget. Your project can also benefit from
our experienced design-build project delivery, which gives you a single point of contact and establishes an environment for
design and construction innovation. Our energy resiliency services include:
● Renewable energy integration — reliably capturing solar, wind or water power and integrating those resources into your

larger portfolio.
● Microgrids — helping eliminate the threat of power outages by integrating multiple local generation and storage assets to

provide on-site power, whether connected to the grid or islanded.
● Utility collaboration — overcoming the challenges of coordinating with local organizations to create a mutually beneficial

power supply arrangement.
● Cybersecure industrial control systems — making sure your systems meet evolving regulations and are protected from

outside intrusion.
● Campus energy solutions — making sure your energy generation is adequate and reliable to meet the needs of the broad

facilities.
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Years of experience and a staff of industry experts leave us uniquely qualified to address every phase of marine

transportation facility projects, including construction, replacement, repair, maintenance, and demolition. Our long
history of on-time completions and excellent safety record are benchmarks of Kilgore International customer
satisfaction.

Kilgore International offers a comprehensive range of end-to-end services and custom turnkey solutions to meet
even the most exacting customer specifications. We work collaboratively with customers to create solutions that
achieve not only their immediate goals, but bring long-term value to their investment.

Kilgore International provides quality services ranging from towing and shifting, barge fleeting, barge repair and
inspection, cargo handling and more. Kilgore International is the company for the job.

Services we provide:
● Barge Cleaning
● Barge Fleeting
● Towing Shifting
● Barge Inspection
● Cargo Handling
● Launch Services
● Special Projects
● Marine Repair Service
● Hull Repair
● Mechanical Repair
● Electrical Repair
● New Construction
● Drydocking
● Pump & Valve Changes
● Void Cleaning & Coating
● Permitted Blasting & Painting
● ABS/USCG Certified Welders
● Marine Survey
● Insulation Services

● Crane Services
● Gas-Free Facility
● Shore Power
● 24-Hour Security
● 2-Shifts
● Gas Free Services
● Strip Product Overhead
● Strip Product & Blow Dry
● Cold Water Wash
● Hot Water Wash
● Hot Water Chemical Wash
● Strip & Squeegee
● Slop Tank/Drip Pan Cleaning
● Bilge Cleaning
● Engine Room Cleaning
● TCEQ & USCG Permitted
● Flare Services
● Steaming Services
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Our Clients depend on Kilgore’s expertise for timely procurement of materials and equipment for their projects. We have
built a global network of trusted suppliers to meet Client objectives, delivering critical items to projects in a timely manner to
meet project schedule and cost requirements.
Kilgore’s procurement organization provides Clients with global resources, processes, systems, market knowledge and
volume-leveraged pricing to maximize return on investment. We offer reliable project deliveries, innovative performance
solutions and project savings through the combination of a global execution platform, industry-leading technologies and
goods and services spend

Strategic Sourcing
Kilgore achieves Clients’ product sourcing objectives by leveraging highly knowledgeable product directors assigned to specific categories
of materials, equipment and services.

Material Management
Kilgore’s material management professionals support execution excellence by managing the quality and timely delivery of equipment from
the manufacturer or supplier to job site.

Logistics
Kilgore’s logistics team manages the transportation of material and equipment from supplier and fabrication facilities to the project site,
meeting the needs of today’s globally sourced projects.

Export Compliance
Kilgore’s export compliance organization monitors and maintains current legal knowledge and advises procurement and logistics teams of
applicable country laws and regulations.

Global Market Knowledge
Kilgore’s strategic view of the capital project market allows intelligent and timely recommendations based on long-term material demand,
supply and pricing trends.

Supplier Diversity
Kilgore is committed to achieving excellence in supplier diversity throughout its businesses. Kilgore operates across highly diverse
markets that are best served by correspondingly diverse resources, including suppliers and subcontractors. Diversity supplier categories
include: Small Businesses; Small Disadvantaged Businesses; Woman-Owned Small Business; Veteran-Owned Small Business;
Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Businesses; HUB Zones; Historically Black College & University/Minority Institutions; Alaska
Native and Native American Corporations. The company actively participates with regional business development boards and small
business organizations.
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Expertise
● Contracts management (formation and administration)
● Expediting
● Global market watch
● Import-export and regulatory compliance
● Inventory and warehouse management
● Materials management
● Property management
● Purchasing
● Supplier diversity
● Supplier quality and shop inspections
● Traffic and logistics
● Travel management
● Market Expertise
● Defense & Nuclear Security
● Environmental Cleanup & Management

● Infrastructure
● Mining & Metals
● Oil, Gas & Chemicals
● Water
● Services
● Construction
● Engineering
● Financing & Equity Investment
● Master Planning
● Modularization
● Procurement
● Sustainability Services
● Startup & Operations
● Technology Licensing & Consulting
● Tunneling

Procurement and contract specialists providing end-to-end supply chain management

Kilgore’s supply chain organization provides our customers with global procurement and contracts services that are unsurpassed in the industry. We support large, complex projects in remote locations of the world using suppliers from 120
countries. We have the right processes, automation tools, market data, volume, and skilled professionals to meet our
commitment to our customers: the responsible purchase and safe delivery of quality goods and services, from reliable and
diverse suppliers and subcontractors, where they are needed, on time, and at the lowest total cost of ownership.
We provide complete end-to-end supply chain management services.

We Deliver

● A resource pool of mobile professionals—experts in their fields—located in major economic and industrial centers of the world.
● State-of-the-art automation tools for identifying low-cost, reliable suppliers.
● Proven work processes—supported by operational excellence programs, subject matter experts, and six sigma methodologies
● Innovative supply chain solutions to complex execution, such as industry-leading RFID deployment at large sites.
● Significant spending volume with an advanced market-watch program that can be leveraged to obtain value for our customers by
identifying global opportunities and mitigating currency and price risks.
● Long-term, senior-level relationships with key manufacturing and contractor organizations to promote collaboration and innovation to
reduce costs.
● Knowledge of local laws, markets, customs, and procurement practices that enables sourcing from locations around the world in
compliance with all laws and regulations.
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Kilgore International’s core business is designed to support your worldwide operations. We identify risks
associated with your company, its personnel and travel program; advise you of these risks; and make
recommendations to safeguard your critical corporate assets. We can provide executive protection;
secure ground transportation and aircraft security; and specialized physical security services.
Additionally, we conduct customized mobile security training programs.
Our skilled staff, drawing upon experience gained through extensive service in governmental agencies,
military special operations, and corporate security departments, provides our clients with exceptional
global capabilities.
Kilgore International has the proven experience, tactical knowledge and skilled expertise to
support you in many of today’s most critical areas, including:
● Executive Protection – Kilgore’s experienced staff is committed to providing the highest level of
professional and confidential service to assure a principal is protected from any intentional/unintentional
threats or embarrassing situations.
● Advance Survey – By conducting proper surveys, risks can be identified and mitigated and time
management strategies can be implemented.
● Secure Ground Transportation – Our security drivers are properly trained to provide a low-profile
service of getting their passengers to all venues in a safe and timely manner.
● Aircraft Security – All international projects are overseen by one of Kilgore’s regional country managers who are familiar with security conditions and regulations at their respective airport.
● Travel Brief – Our up-to-date country overview and risk assessment is prepared individually and
specifically for you.
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● Airport Assessment – The information provided in these reports is from consistent intelligence and
liaison networks within the airport destination country.
● City Assessment – They provide executive travelers with critical incident briefings in cities impacted
by threatening situations, as well as cities within pleasant countries for safety and security.
● Hotel Assessment – Hotel risk surveys are an integral part of pre-flight preparations and identify risks
based on the country and city threats, along with any specific threats associated with the hotel.
● Tamper Tape – Any attempt of entry will be made known instantaneously by revealing a highly visible
“OPEN / VOID“ message.
● Security Training Programs – Kilgore International’s training programs emphasize a proactive
approach to security. Whether it involves aircraft or facility protection, individual security awareness, or
protective detail training, these programs are designed to anticipate, avoid, transfer, or eliminate any
threats.
● Hostile Surveillance Detection and Intervention – Hostile Surveillance Detection and Intervention is a
crucial yet often overlooked aspect of facility and executive protection.
● Investigative Services – Drawing upon experience gained through a combined total of more than 100
years of service in governmental agencies and law enforcement, military special operations, and corporate security departments, our skilled staff provides exceptional capabilities for our clients in every area
of investigative services locally, nationally, and on a global scale.
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Whether you need a one-time international shipment or warehousing and ongoing supply chain management, you’ve come
to the right place. Kilgore International offers a variety of services to help you make your business a success.

We provide air and ocean freight forwarding, expedited ground freight services, customs brokerage, logistics and other

specialized services like facility management, charters, reverse logistics and assembly and distribution. We are the proverbial “one-stop shop” for any transportation or shipping need.

Air Freight

Kilgore International is an expert at getting your freight in the air and on its way. As a full-service global freight forwarder we have years of
experience working with our airline partners to make sure you meet your air freight deadlines. North America or international, over-sized or
overweight, we know the ins and outs of booking freight on aircraft in the most economical and efficient way.
We are IATA licensed and offer a variety of service levels, ranging from charter flights and consolidations, to next-day, second-day and
three-to-five-day to meet your specific project needs or budget. The sky’s the limit for your air freight options!

Customs Brokerage
If your business includes international shipping, you have customs regulations to consider. Kilgore International helps reduce that stress
by making sure all rules and regulations are followed as we move your freight across the border. We are licensed by the U.S. Department
of Treasury, C-TPAT certified and our licensed brokers understand tariff schedules and government agencies. We save time and reduce
delays by interfacing electronically with Customs and offering remote location filings (RLF) for any port.
Our proactive approach includes securing documents in advance of freight arrival to help speed Customs clearance. In addition to
licensed brokers at key port service centers, we also offer a full range of integrated logistics solutions to support your business: transportation, warehousing and distribution, order fulfillment and other options to manage your inventory.
From NAFTA compliance, duty/tax recovery and valuation to specific product requirements, our experts can guide you through the
complexities of the Customs process.

Expedited Ground Freight
From a single box to a full truckload, you can trust Kilgore International to pick up and deliver your freight on-time, damage-free and within
your budget.
Our staff is experienced with truckload and less-than-truckload freight, heavy hauls – even hazardous and petroleum products. With
access to virtually any equipment and an expansive network, we offer customers responsive service, freight tracking through our EZ
Commerce Center and peace of mind. Tell us what you need and we’ll put together a custom ground transportation plan to meet your
timeframe and cost requirements.
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Simply put, logistics is ensuring that the right items are in the right place at the right time. Kilgore International has been doing it “right” for
its customers for decades and considers it a privilege to handle important logistics tasks for its business partners. Whether you need us to
design innovative solutions for your business, plan, coordinate and execute a one-time project or provide ongoing management through
warehousing and distribution, we are more than ready to take the reins.
Our first-in-class logistics management includes information technology, facility management and transportation services. We offer a
complete end-to-end supply chain solution that gives you a competitive advantage. From pharmaceutical to consumer products distribution, we can design a just-in-time supply chain that helps your business grow and thrive.
As a Non-Vessel-Operating Common Carrier (NVOCC), we have long-standing relationships with ocean carriers which allow us to
negotiate competitive rates for our customers and frequent sailings to and from major ports of call. Fast transit times, convenient consolidation points and twice weekly consolidations help us move your ocean freight quickly and reliably. You can even speed up or slow down
your deliveries and supply chain with Dynamic Routing, which is Kilgore’s unique service that provides flexibility to adjust ground, air, and
ocean transportation modes to accommodate changing inventory needs – even if shipments are en route.
Specialized Services
Kilgore International offers much more than just freight forwarding. We can help you with any transportation or logistics challenge,
providing you with specialized service options, flexibility and experience to make any project – whether one-time or ongoing – a success.

● Dedicated Account Management Services
● SOP (Standard Operating Procedure) Development & Implementation
● Vertical Market Specialization
● Warehousing, Assembly & Distribution
● Inventory Management
● Facility Management
● Reverse Logistics

Other Transportation & Logistics Services

● Aerospace – Logistics solutions designed to meet requirements of the aerospace industry.
● Aid & Relief – Logistics to units providing humanitarian aid to disaster areas
● Chartering – Chartering of any kind of vessel for any purpose
● Customs – Customs formalities including customs clearance of goods
● Exhibitions – Coordination and transport for exhibitors to/from trade fairs worldwide
● Government & Defense – Logistics to national defense forces, military industries and NGOs
● HSSE & Q – Health, Safety, Security, Environment and Quality requirements
● Cargo Insurance – Facilitating cargo insurance through recognized insurance company
● IT Solutions – IT solutions tailored to satisfy the clients’ needs
● North Atlantic – Transport solutions to the North Atlantic region by sea, road, and air
● Port Agency – Port-related services to vessels in connection with port calls
● Stevedoring – Loading/discharging of vessels including cargo planning and securing
● Warehousing – Storage of any kind of commodities storage hotel and boded warehouse
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At Kilgore International, we offer a wide range of services ranging from general maintenance to upkeep of systems requiring specialist
knowledge, such as HVAC or electrical. Our facilities management services are designed to save you the time, hassle and headache
associated with keeping your facility operating at optimal capacity. From keeping the electrical systems safe and efficient to ensuring your
windows and landscaping are clean and inviting, our network has the talent and capacity to do it all.
Advantages of Facilities Management
Outsourcing facility maintenance is not only more efficient and cost-effective but it offers many additional advantages to your business.
With all the decisions you must make on a daily basis, running a business puts significant pressure on you. When you hire Kilgore
International to handle facility management, it means one less thing for you to worry about. Our comprehensive services mean that we
can work out a plan that meets all your needs.
Health and Safety Compliance
Regardless of what industry you are in, there are government-mandated regulations you must meet to ensure the health and safety of
your employees and customers. Not only are we familiar with the applicable regulations, but we can ensure that your facility is compliant.
Cost-Effectiveness
When you purchased your premises and the equipment that you use to run your business, you made a significant investment. Facility
management helps to protect your investment by performing regular upkeep and maintenance. Caring for your assets in this way helps to
prevent them from breaking down and decaying, prolonging their useful lifespan.
Maintaining your business assets not only keeps them in operation longer, but it also prevents you from having to make large repairs on
your equipment. Large repairs tend to cost more money and take the equipment out of commission for a period of time. The cost of
repairs combined with the revenue lost during the downtime can cause your business to take a significant financial hit, one from which it
may be difficult to recover. Regular facility maintenance helps to minimize the downtime, saving you money in the long run.
Increased Efficiency
Employees tend to be more productive when they work in an environment that is safe and clean. Showing that you care about your
employees’ comfort by making their workplace more pleasant also helps to inspire loyalty from them. This means less turnover, meaning
that you can save on the time and expense of constantly hiring and training new employees.
Professional Image
It is particularly important to present a professional image when you run a customer-facing facility. However, even if you do not have
clients visiting your premises as a matter of course, it is important to make a positive impression on the community by ensuring your
facility is properly maintained, both inside and out. Dirty premises in disrepair do not indicate to others that you are too busy to concern
yourself with maintenance tasks, although that may be the reality of the situation. Rather, it indicates that you do not care enough to
make the effort to make sure your facility is clean and in good condition.
Hotel Management
Our wide network with industry professionals and institutions sets us apart from other hotel management companies and asset
managers, allowing us to leverage relationships and opportunities. Most importantly, our hospitality management skills provide you with a
programmatic plan to unlock opportunities for your hotel.
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We take pride in having a unique experience in hotel and lodging management. With a history focused in asset management we evaluate
the highest and best use for re-development or solution driven alternatives. We strive to successfully unlock each hotel’s true market
potential.
Whether it be making recommendations for hiring or providing a review of the physical operations such as design, layout, architectural
features and function, we will make the suggestions that will lead to your hotel’s success. We have experience in hotel food and
beverage consulting, as well as in the area of hotel recovery. This unique combination of services differentiates us from other boutique
hospitality consulting firms.
Franchise Analysis
We will give you the insight you need before investing. We clarify key details about the franchise of interest, such as how well organized
and profitable it is, and specific details about its performance within the hotel industry.
Property Improvement Plans
With our expertise developing PIP’s, we will help your hotel come into compliance with brand standards to help you gain market share
and enhance profitability.
Marketing Strategies
We will help you with the fundamental marketing strategies that will make your business stand out, such as developing your hotel’s brand
website and manage its social media presence to create an effective content marketing strategy.
Revenue Management Services
We provide the advice necessary on pricing and inventory strategy in order to expand revenue opportunities.
Analysis of Amenities
We are a hospitality management consultant in the area of “picking the right amenities” for your hotel, by consulting on either existing
amenities or the implementation of new ones. We will provide you with the necessary information to make a decision on whether certain
amenities justify the expense, all while remaining consistent with brand standards.
Resource and Employee Assessment
Let us guide you with feedback and advice on who to hire for key roles involved in the development of your boutique hotel.
Hotel Re-Branding Services
We can help develop your brand to increase the value of your hotel, through innovative customer-driven strategies that respond to the
current demands of boutique hotel guests.
Hotel Security Services
Kilgore International provides hotel security services to hotels of all sizes, ensuring the protection of guests, employees, and hotel
property. Hotel security combines many of the challenges inherent in commercial, residential, and retail environments, requiring a
security program that can balance your security needs with that of customer service and reputation management.
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Our hotel security services include:
• Doorman services, lobby concierge, and receptionist services
• Security patrols of premises and surroundings (by foot, car, and/or bike)
• 24/7 surveillance monitoring (CCTV, etc.)
• Emergency security services
• Executive protection services for high profile guests and celebrities
• Private investigation services for internal theft
• Chaperone services for schools and large groups during hotel stays
• Security consulting – risk assessment and recommendations
• Security for special events at your hotel
• We work with each client to develop a unique security plan that is tailored to their establishment and the needs of their staff. Our
security programs combine physical and technology-based solutions for an approach that is comprehensive and dependable, and
doesn’t interfere with guests’ experiences.
• At Kilgore International, a hotel security officer’s role can extend beyond what is expected. Additional support may include daily fire
extinguisher and fire exit checks, routine maintenance checks, or assisting the front desk–particularly at night when a clerk may
need extra coverage. While other providers may not be willing to take on additional tasks, at Kilgore International, our officers view
themselves as part of your team and are ready to assist where needed.
• Daily activity reports and any incident reports are reviewed by our supervisors and kept on file. These reports are available to our
clients at all times.

Why choose Kilgore Security?
Hotel Industry Experience & Expertise
Kilgore has developed a deep pool of highly qualified, well-trained security officers to staff hotel engagements. Our executive and
management teams have worked with many groups in the hospitality industry, especially in the Florida area, understanding the
challenges you face.
Reputation Management
We understand the importance of reputation management, knowing that one bad security experience can damage a hotel’s reputation.
Kilgore International’s officers are personable, professional, and reliable. Officers are trained specifically for their job sites and they are
visited frequently by their supervisors. In addition to their site-specific training, each officer is trained in conflict resolution and deescalation of force, including the use of non-violent and verbal skills to handle potentially violent situations.
Reduce Your Recruitment and Hiring Costs
Aside from the cost of adding a new employee to the payroll, the process of screening, hiring, and training security employees can be
time consuming and expensive. Recruiting reliable security staff can be difficult at any time, but especially in a tight labor market like we
have today. One call to Kilgore International can save hotel management time and money, and provide you with peace of mind.
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Staff Continuity
Kilgore International provides its officers with benefits such as paid training, health insurance and a 401K, resulting in a high employee
retention rate. Our clients appreciate the continuity and the relationships they are able to develop with the officers serving their sites.
Security Risk Assessment & Recommendations
Hotels sometimes lack the resources, expertise or experience necessary to conduct a risk analysis, make decisions about integrated
technology solutions, or respond to or develop plans for emergency situations. Kilgore International’s clients benefit from our security
consulting expertise. We work with hotels to review their security plans, make recommendations for improvement, implement stronger
security procedures, and conduct reviews to ensure that all security plans are in place and working effectively.
Services
• Health, Safety & Environmental
• Maintenance
• Landscaping
• Janitorial
• Security
• Housing
• Housekeeping
• Customer Relations
H, S, & E
• Strictly enforced by OSHA Guidelines
• Initial & Continuous Employee Training
• Emergency Response Plans
• Jobsite Hazard & Risk Analysis Procedure
• Thorough Site Safety Plan Analysis
• Zero-Tolerance Policy for Enforcement
• Well documented Incident Reporting
• Customer Specific Plans
• Waste Management
• Incident and Spill Response Plans
• Chemical Management Plans
• Pest Control Plans
Maintenance
• Resources to provide maintenance for various facilities such as refineries, commercial buildings, warehouses, hotels, airports, golf
courses, and many more
• Includes Equipment, Buildings, Interiors
• Preventative Maintenance / Routine Service
• Troubleshoot Defective Items
Landscaping
• Routinely maintain areas with various climates with exceptional success
• Lawns, Grass, Trees, Shrubs, Roads/Pathways, and Outdoor Furniture to name some examples
• Customizable Customer Programs
• Customer Service
• Award Winning Showmanship
Janitorial
• Professional, Cleanliness, Every time
• Public Facilities, Interior Facilities
• Material Supply Available
• Customizable Programs for Customers
• Services offered in various environments, from Refineries, Commercial Buildings, Hotels, New
• Construction, Residential, and more – Globally
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Security
• Highest Level of Testing and Training
• Strict Background and Drug Screening for All Employees – Initially and Randomly Selected Throughout Employment
• Customizable Programs for Customers
• Utilization of Local Resources
• Strict Compliance to Local Laws
• Maintains a Zero Loss Record
• History in Various Global Conditions
Housing
• Strict Record Keeping Policies
• Maintained Various Mancamp Facilities Globally – providing housing to employees from hundreds to thousands
• Customer Service
• Strong ability to maintain check ins and outs with reservations
• Customizable Programs for Customers
Housekeeping
• Fully Functional Staff for Laundry and Cleaning Services
• Services offered in various environments, from Offices and Rooms in Refineries, Commercial Buildings, Hotels, New
Construction, Residential, and more – Globally
• Professional, Cleanliness, Every Time
Customer Relations
• Customer Service is Paramount
• Front of the House and Help Desk are Specialties
• Extensive Training in Multiple Countries and Languages – Reciprocal throughout Employment
• Utilization of Local Resources
Yacht Charter Services
• Providing Luxury Services for any Business Retreat or Dream Vacation
• Tailor-Made Itinerary to Perfect your Experience
Quality
• Overall Project Quality Plan
• Quality Control Resources
• Typical Inspection Plan and Checklists (ITP)
• Material Specification Submittals for Review and Approval (MSS’s)
• Material and Installation Inspections (MRI/RFI)
• SOP’s, Manuals and Processes in Place
• Non-Conformance Responses (Corrective and Preventative Action Reporting)
Summary
• Kilgore is well positioned to provide O&M for all of our clients assets
• Track History of Global Success
• Strive to work with Quality & H,S,E to continuously improve standards and processes
• Provide Flexible Services in an Ever-Changing Environment
• Exceed Expectations of all Stakeholders
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In-Plant Operations & Maintenance
Power plants, refineries, chemical manufacturing plants, and other industrial facilities can’t afford downtime. Our integrated services keep
your plant running smoothly so you don’t lose time or money. Our team works seamlessly with your team to ensure safe, efficient, and
productive operations. Our broad expertise includes cutting and handling petroleum coke, sulphur operations and maintenance,
unloading crude oil at refineries, delivering and stockpiling coal at power plants, in-plant rail switching, transporting materials by truck or
barge, and maintaining conveyor systems and other critical equipment.
We create innovative solutions and help you find better ways to manage your process challenges. We also handle support and ancillary
services in and around your facility, reducing the handoff costs between multiple providers and improving overall plant efficiency. We
sweat the small stuff so you can focus on the big picture.
Refinery Services
Our refinery services include petroleum coke cutting, handling, and transportation and the operation and maintenance of the equipment
and facilities used in these processes. We also provide extensive in-plant rail and marine O&M; sulphur handling O&M, terminaling, and
transportation; and additional services including crude oil handling, sulfuric acid transportation, and LPG O&M.
Power Plant Services
Reliable delivery of fuel and removal of production byproducts are examples of the kinds of critical services we provide at power plants,
helping utilities meet the demands of an ever-changing electric generation landscape. Our work, ranging from plant operations and
maintenance to train piloting and disposal of byproducts, helps ensure efficient and productive operations for our utility Customers. We
bring these capabilities together to allow our Customers to concentrate on energy generation and transmission.
Chemical & Industrial Plant Services
We provide in-plant railcar switching, track services, tank farm management, materials loading and unloading, vacuum truck service,
maintenance, and other services for chemical and industrial plants.
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